Volgogradneftehemas OJSC

Registration N 3446003396
Principle State Registration Number 1023404238384
Also known as JSC "Volgogradneftehemas"
Founded Aug. 2, 1993
Current state registered
Under sanctions United States of America, Canada
Registered Russian Federation
Address 400011, Волгоград, улица Электролесовская, 454

Website

Documents external links

Interfax. Disclosure center archived
Company profile on clearspending.ru archived

Connections:
- Close associates
  - Rotenberg Boris Romanovich - shareholder, Share 79.100%
Related companies

- MILASI ENTERPRISES LIMITED - Shareholder, Share 51.500%
- ‘Neftekhimprogress’ Scientific Production Company LLC – Controlled by, Share 40.000%
- Stroigazmontazh LLC – Shareholder, Share 79.100%

Dossier:

Sanctions:

Has been under U.S. sanctions since 22.12.2015 and under Canadian sanctions since 18.03.2016.

Rotenberg Boris Romanovich
CECRAL RANGE OVERSEAS INC, президент, директор
shareholder, Share 79.100%

more information is available in ru version of the dossier
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